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GENERAL OVERVIEW 
 

These rules have been designed for gaming Platoon level encounters for World War One, Early World 
War Two and the Interwar period, including the Spanish Civil War and (in particular) the fictitious 

“A Very British Civil War”. 
 

These rules are not intended for publication, but are for private use only. 
They remain a Work In Progress, and may evolve as new things are added and developed. 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Each combatant has the following characteristics. 
 
 
 
Rank 

D10 
Hit Score 
Shooting 

D10 
Hit Score 

Melee 

 
Nerve 
Level 

Officer 6+ 7+ 5 
NCO 6+ 6+ 4 
Veteran 6+ 6+ 4 
Regular 7+ 7+ 3 
Irregular 8+ 8+ 2 
 
Snipers, LMG, HMG and Heavy Weapons Gunners (incl Vehicle Mounted) 
Regular and Irregular Troops using these weapons will always have a better To Hit Shooting 
Characteristic than their comrades, as follows : 
 
Regular 6+ 
Irregular 7+ 
 
TROOP TYPES - EXPLANATION 
 
Veteran 
Experienced, competent, and well trained. 
These troops are the elite of VBCW, and are less common than other troop types. 
More often than not those from this category are represented by NCOs in Regular or Irregular units, 
but in some cases whole units are formed from such men in the more organised and disciplined 
factions, as shock troops. 
 
Regular 
Decently trained and armed. 
They account for the bulk of men fighting the war. 
Some may be found in Irregular Units to add some backbone and nerve. 
 
Irregular 
Newly raised or poorly armed. 
They form the mainstay of local militias or constabulary, criminal gangs or street mobs. 
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THE TURN SEQUENCE 
Each turn comprises the following phases : 
 

1. Initiative 
2. Random Events (optional) 
3. Moving 
4. Shooting 
5. Melee 
 

 
 
 

INITIATIVE PHASE 
Before this phase begins, remove any markers from the previous turn that are no longer applicable. 
 
At the start of the first turn each player is dealt cards from a standard playing pack (including one 
Joker) as follows : 
 
1 card for each HQ 
1 card for each Section 
1 extra card is dealt to the Force’s pool of cards 
 
Specialist Units are included in the HQ card allocation (ie one card in total for HQ and all Specialist Units combined) 
Specialist Units are not required to deploy, move or shoot WITH the HQ but their actions happen at the same time. 
For subsequent turns, only 1 card per Unit is dealt as players always retain their spare card. 
 
Place one card face down beside each Unit. Retain the spare card for future use. 
All players turn their cards over. 
 
Units then move, shoot and engage in close combat in order of the value of cards in play. 
 
Aces are high, and in the event of a tie (ie two Aces), then the following order is used : 
Hearts - Diamonds - Spades – Clubs 
 
Any player who plays the Joker, can take their turn whenever they choose in any of the subsequent 
phases. This can be at a different time in each phase. 
 
Once all cards have been turned over, any Units (from all sides) required to take Nerve Tests must 
do so before progressing to the next phase. 
 
At the end of the turn, all cards played that turn are returned to the deck which is reshuffled for the 
next turn. 
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RANDOM EVENTS PHASE 
Whoever has the highest playing card in play that turn rolls 1D6, if the result is a 5 or 6 then a 
Random Event has taken place. 
Draw the top card from the Random Event Card Pack, read it aloud and play it. 
 
This phase is optional, and you may choose to omit it. However, the flavour it can add makes it 
worthwhile. 
 
 
 
 

MOVING PHASE 
 
UNIT COHERENCY 
Infantry Troops must be within 2” of each other. 
Mounted Troops must be within 4” of each other. 
Vehicle in units must retain Line of Sight with each other, but can otherwise operate independently. 
 
Any Units that lose coherency MUST move back into coherency at the start of its next Moving Phase using its’ Movement 
Allowance. You cannot intentionally lose coherency as a result of normal Movement. 
 
INFANTRY MOVEMENT 
 
Movement Type Movement Allowance 
RUN Move up to 12” but cannot fire in the Shooting 

Phase 
WALK Move up to 6” and can fire in the Shooting Phase 
GO TO GROUND Move up to 4” and hide behind an item of Cover *1 
CRAWL Move up to 3”. 

Can only be performed by a unit that has Gone To 
Ground. *2 

STAND UP Stand up and Move up to 4”. 
Can only be performed by a unit that has Gone To 
Ground or that has Crawled. 

CHARGE Move up to 8” to engage in Melee with an Enemy 
Unit 

*1 The Unit will not be able to shoot in the Shooting Phase, nor be shot at. 
*2 If the Unit breaks cover they can shoot (with a -1 modifier to the dice score when rolling To Hit), and in turn be shot 
at. They will however count as being in Soft Cover. 
 
Barriers to Infantry Movement 
Any Barrier less than ½” high can be moved across with no penalty. 
If a Barrier is between ½” and 1½” then it can be jumped. Anything higher cannot be jumped. 
The figure must move up to the Barrier and have enough movement left to get to the other side. 
Roll 1D6 for each figure and consult the Infantry Jump Chart below. 
Jumping confers a -1 to the dice score when rolling To Hit in the subsequent Shooting Phase. 
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Infantry Jump Chart 
Dice Result 
1 Stumbles The figure does not cross and cannot move further this 

turn 
2-5 Success The figure makes the jump and is placed the other side 

of the barrier 
6 Extra Success The figure makes the jump and can continue 

moving if any Movement Allowance is left 
 
 
MOUNTED MOVEMENT 
 
Movement Type Effect 
GALLOP Move up to 1D6+15” 

Cannot fire in the Shooting Phase 
CANTER Move up to 1D6+10” 

Can fire in the Shooting Phase but with a -1 To Hit 
penalty 

TROT/WALK Move up to 1D6 +6” 
Can fire in the Shooting Phase with no penalty 

CHARGE Move up to 2D6+6” to engage in Melee with an 
enemy Unit 

 
Barriers to Mounted Movement 
Any Barrier less than 1” high can be moved across with no penalty. 
If a Barrier is between 1” and 2” then it can be jumped. Anything higher cannot be jumped. 
The mounted figure must move up to the Barrier and have enough movement left to get to the other 
side. 
Roll a 1D6 and consult the Mounted Jump Chart below. 
Jumping confers a -1 to the dice score when rolling To Hit in the subsequent Shooting Phase. 
 
Mounted Jump Chart 
Dice Result 
1 Refuses The figure does not cross and cannot move further this 

turn 
2-6 Success The figure makes the jump and continues its move if it 

has any left. 
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VEHICLE MOVEMENT 
 
Type On-Road Off-Road (*) 
Tracked Vehicle D6+8” D6+4” 
Armoured Car/Truck D6+10” D6-1” 
Car/Truck D6+12” D6” 
Motorcycle D6+15” D6+8” 
Motorcycle Combination D6+12” D6+6” 
Pushbike D6+8” D6” 
(*) If a 1 is rolled, the vehicle is Bogged Down and cannot move that turn. Place an appropriate marker to denote this. 
 
Barriers to Vehicle Movement 
Barriers higher than 2” cannot be driven through by ANY vehicle. 
Pushbikes, Motorcycles and Motorcycle Combinations cannot negotiate ANY Barrier. 
For Vehicles than can cross Barriers 2” or less, consult the following chart. 
 
Vehicle Barrier Chart 
Barrier 
Type 

 
Car 

 
Truck 

Armoured 
Car 

Armoured 
Truck 

 
Tankette 

L/M 
Tank 

Heavy 
Tank 

Wooden 
Fence 

YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Hedge NO YES YES YES YES YES YES 
Barbed 
Wire 

NO NO YES YES YES YES YES 

Wall NO NO NO NO NO YES YES 
Fortified 
Wall 

NO NO NO NO NO NO YES 

Where Vehicles are allowed to negotiate a barrier as above, the “Bogged Down” rule applies, (ie a D6 roll of 1). 
 
Tracked Vehicles - Special Rule 
Any Tracked Vehicle with fixed forward firing weapons (ie no turret), are allowed to pivot on their 
centre during the Shooting Phase to bring Enemy Units into Line of Sight. This is regardless of 
whether they moved during the Moving Phase or not. This does however confer a -1 to the dice score 
when rolling To Hit in the subsequent Shooting Phase. (-2 if the Vehicle had also moved during the 
Movement Phase). 
 
Troop Carrying Vehicles 
Any Troop Carrying Vehicle (Infantry Section, HQ etc) receives an Initiative Playing Card for the Unit 
it is carrying and moves during the Moving Phase etc accordingly. Should the troops Disembark, then 
the Vehicle comes under the control of the HQ Unit and can therefore move independently of its’ 
original Unit. 
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Disembarking from Vehicles 
Any Troop Carrying Vehicle can move at half rate during the Moving Phase, then stop and offload the 
troops. They are deployed within 1” of the Vehicle, but can do nothing else that turn.  
Should a Vehicle decide to not move during the Moving Phase, then the troops can Disembark and 
Walk (only) and Shoot as normal. 
 
Heavy Weapon Teams (HMG, Mortar etc), that Disembark can only do so from a vehicle that hasn’t 
moved that turn, and must spend the following turn setting up their weapon once they have 
disembarked. 
 
Embarking Vehicles 
Troops wishing to Embark Vehicles must have enough of their Movement Allowance to reach the 
Vehicle. They can then Embark the Vehicle, but do nothing else that turn. 
Additionally, the Vehicle has to have not moved that turn. 
 
 
MOVEMENT RESTRICTIONS 
 
Difficult Terrain 
Difficult Terrain is negotiated at half pace for ALL troops and vehicles for ALL chosen movement 
types. 
What is and isn’t Difficult Terrain must be agreed between all players prior to the start of the game. 
 
Nerve Status affecting Movement 
Units classed as Jumpy may move their normal allowance but NOT towards any Enemy Unit. 
Units classed as Suppressed cannot move at all. 
Units classed as Running Away must move AWAY from all Enemy Units. 
 
 
BUILDINGS 
 
Doors and Windows 
Ground floor doors can be moved through with no movement penalty. 
Ground floor windows can be moved through in the same way as for jumping barriers. 
Upper floor doors and windows can be moved through as for ground floor doors and windows as long 
as there is realistic access to them, (for instance a balcony or ladder). 
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SHOOTING PHASE 
 
GENERAL SHOOTING RULES 
Any Units not engaged in Melee, and that are able to due to their Nerve Status, can shoot in the 
Shooting Phase as long as they have a target in Line of Sight and Range. 
  
They do not have to shoot at the nearest target, but all members of the same Unit must shoot at the 
same target, UNLESS they occupy a Building, in which case they may spread the Figures around to 
enable them to shoot out of any appropriate door or window. In this instance they may split their 
fire. It is important to note which window or door each Figure is occupying, especially important for 
LMGs and NCOs. Should they wish to occupy a different window or door at any time the whole Unit 
will count as having moved when it comes to their Shooting Phase.  
 
Officers, NCOs and LMG Gunners cannot be specifically targeted, except by Snipers or if they are 
under a Template. In the case of a Sniper the target must be clearly identified BEFORE any dice roll. 
 
If an Officer (in any circumstances) is Hit then roll 1D6. 
If the result is a 1 or 2, then the Officer is safe and another figure from the Unit is Hit instead. 
If the result is 3-6 then the Officer remains Hit. 
Roll to Wound in both cases as normal. 
 
Specific casualties (ie under a Template or Hit by a Sniper) are removed accordingly, others at the 
discretion of the Unit’s owner. 
 
Members of the same Unit do not block Line of Sight. However, other Units do block Line of Sight. 
 
The Shooting Phase occurs in the following stages : 
 
1. Declare Target. 
2. Check Line of Sight and Range. 
3. Roll To Hit. 
4. If any Hits are scored then Roll To Wound. 
5. Remove any Kills accordingly. 
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Rolling To Hit 
Roll 1D10 for every potential shot, (this counts for ALL weapons that require firing including Tank 
Guns etc), and score the minimum Hit Score required on the shooter’s characteristic, adding any 
necessary modifiers for Moving, Nerve, or for Cover between himself and the Target. 
 
For each item of Cover between the Shooter and the Target, add modifiers to the Dice Score 
required, as per the following chart : 
 
Cover Chart 
Soft Cover 
+1 to Hit Score required 

Hard Cover 
+2 to Hit Score required 

Fortified Cover 
+3 to Hit Score required 

Unarmoured Vehicle 
Fence 
Tree 
Hedge or Bush 
Barrel or Crate 
Target is Crawling 

Armoured Vehicle 
Wall 
Building 
Trench 
 

Each item of Fortified Cover 
must be decided upon at the 
start of the game 

 
Notes Regarding Line of Sight and Cover 
A Figure or Unit behind an item of Cover taller than 1” cannot be Targeted by a Unit on the same 
level – they simply can’t be seen. 
 
However, the Figure or Unit can be ‘accidently’ hit by a Template Weapon that scatters after being 
fired at another Unit. 
 
If the Shooter is elevated 2” or more above any items of Cover, then the first item of Cover is ignored 
unless the Target is immediately behind and up against the said item of Cover. 
 
 
Rolling To Wound 
For all successful Hits roll 1D6. 
 
A roll of 4+ Kills the Figure and it is immediately removed from play. 
 
You can ignore one “Kill” per Shooting Phase if there is a Medic within 12” of the Killed Figure. The 
choice of Figure must be made as and when the Kills are resolved, and cannot be changed once 
made. 
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INFANTRY WEAPONS 
Type Range Special Rules 
Pistol 8”  
Rifle 18”  
Shotgun 12” 

 
Can fire 1 shot each turn or 2 
shots every other turn 

Elephant Gun 18” 
 

Officer only 
Automatic Kill if it Hits 
Takes one turn to reload 

SMG 6” + Special Template Officer or NCO only 
LMG 18” + Special Template 

 
Can Move and Shoot but 
adds +1 to Hit Score required 
Subject to Jamming 

Light Mortar 
Up to 2” incl 
Improvised weapons 

8-18” 
Scatter 
2” Round Template 

HQ Unit members only 
Can Move and Shoot but 
adds +1 to Hit Score required 

Grenade 8” 
Scatter 
2” Round Template 

One Figure per Unit only 
Maximum of 3 per game 

Rifle Grenade 8-18” 
Scatter 
2” Round Template 

One Figure per Unit only 
Maximum of 3 per game 
Can Move and Shoot but 
adds +1 to Hit Score required 

 
INFANTRY SUPPORT WEAPONS 
Type Range Special Rules 
Scoped Rifle 24” Snipers only 

Sniper may have a Spotter 
HMG 24” + Special Template Cannot Move and Shoot 

Cannot Run 
Subject to Jamming 

Standard Mortar 8-24” 
Scatter 
3” Round Template 

Cannot Move and Shoot 
Cannot Run 
May have a Spotter 

Rocket 8-24” 
Scatter 
3” Round Template 

Cannot Move and Shoot 
Cannot Run 
May have a Spotter 

Field Gun 36” 
Scatter 
5” Round Template 

* Special Weapon 

Anti-Tank Rifle 18” * Special Weapon 
Anti-Tank Gun 24” * Special Weapon 
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VEHICLE WEAPONS 
Type Range / Effect 
Mounted LMG As per normal LMG rules 

Can Move and Shoot if not fired by Driver, but adds +1 
to Hit Score required 
Subject to Jamming 

Mounted HMG As per normal HMG rules 
Can Move and Shoot if not fired by Driver, but adds +1 
to Hit Score required 
Subject to Jamming 

Small Calibre Tank Gun 
Up to 20mm 

HE : 18” + Scatter + 2” Round Template 
AP : 18” + Scatter 

Medium Calibre Tank Gun 
21-45mm 

HE : 24” + Scatter + 3” Round Template 
AP : 24” + Scatter 

Large Calibre Tank Gun 
46mm plus 

HE : 30” + Scatter + 5” Round Template 
AP : 30” + Scatter 

 
 
SPECIAL WEAPONS 
 
Satchel Charge 
Bomb Team only (Specialist Unit) 
Can be used against Vehicles and Buildings 
Target must be within Charge Range, and the Bomb Team mst pass a Nerve Test prior to use 
Placed into contact with the Target and armed in the Moving Phase 
Immediate free movement of 2D6” away from Blast Area and back to Unit 
Charge explodes in the subsequent Shooting Phase 
3” Round Template – roll to Hit any Figures under the Template as (including Bomb Team if they 
haven’t moved away far enough) 
Vehicle Armour Save is allowed, if applicable. However the Blast Area still applies. 
Vehicle targeted must roll on the Vehicle Damage Chart, with a +1 to the D6 result 
Buildings and Trenches targeted must have an appropriate marker placed to show that they are 
damaged, and a 2” area of the Building or Trench is now Destroyed and no longer counts as Cover 
 
Sticky Bomb 
NCO only. 
Target must be within Charge Range 
For use against Vehicles only 
Must pass a Nerve Test prior to use 
Placed into contact with the Target Vehicle and armed in the Moving Phase 
Immediate free movement of 2D6” away from Blast Area, and back to Unit 
Charge explodes in the subsequent Shooting Phase 
2” Round Template – roll to Hit any Figures under the Template (including the NCO if he didn’t move 
away far enough) 
Vehicle Armour Save allowed, if applicable. However the Blast Area still applies 
Vehicle targeted must roll on the Vehicle Damage Chart 
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Crowbar Attack 
NCO plus 1 Regular Soldier 
Target must be within Charge Range 
For use against Armoured Vehicles only 
Must pass a Nerve Test on NCO’s Nerve value prior to attack 
Hatch opened and Grenade dropped into the Target in the Moving Phase 
Immediate free movement of 2D6” away from Blast Area, and back to Unit 
Grenade explodes in the subsequent Shooting Phase 
Vehicle Armour Save allowed but with -1 modifier 
Vehicle targeted must roll on the Vehicle Damage Chart, with a -1 to the Dice Score 
 
Anti-Tank Gun 
AP : 18” + Scatter 
HE : 18” + Scatter +3” Round Template 
Line of Sight required 
Cover rules apply for Shooting 
Cannot Move and Shoot, but can be turned to face but adds +1 to Hit Score required 
Cannot Run 
Can be Hitched to an appropriate, (and adjacent) Vehicle and move at the Vehicle’s normal speed 
Hitching and Unhitching take a full turn EACH to accomplish 
Any Vehicle Hit may attempt an Armour Save if applicable 
If the Armour Save fails roll 1D6 and consult the Vehicle Damage Chart 
 
Anti-Tank Rifle 
18” Range 
Line of Sight required 
Direct Fire at Vehicles only 
Automatic +1 to Hit Score required due to inaccuracy 
Cover rules apply for Shooting 
Can Move and Shoot, but adds an additional +1 to Hit Score required 
Cannot Run, but otherwise moves as Infantry 
Any Vehicle Hit may attempt an Armour Save if applicable 
If the Armour Save fails roll 1D6 and consult the Vehicle Damage Chart 
 
Field Gun 
36” Range 
Direct Fire requires Line of Sight 
Indirect Fire requires a Spotter 
Subject to Scatter 
5” Round Template 
Cannot Move and Shoot – pivoting / turning to face counts as Moving 
Cannot Run 
Can be Hitched to an appropriate, (and adjacent) Vehicle and move at the Vehicle’s normal speed 
Hitching and Unhitching take a full turn EACH to accomplish 
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Roadside Bomb 
Milk churn or similar packed with explosive and detonated remotely by wire 
Controlled by a member of the HQ Unit, who must have Line of Sight to it 
Mark the Bomb’s position on a map prior to the start of the game 
Any Enemy Vehicle that passes it may be stopped by the Bomb Controller (his choice which Vehicle). 
 
Roll 1D6, and consult the following chart : 
 
Dice Score Result 
1 Bomb fails to go off and cannot be used further 
2-3 Bomb goes off. Roll 1D6 on the Vehicle Damage Chart allowing any Saves first 
4-5 The Bomb goes off. Roll 2D6 on the Vehicle Damage Chart allowing any Saves first 
6 The Bomb goes off. Roll 2D6 on the Vehicle Damage Chart with NO Saves 
 
4” Round Template is used if Infantry etc are in proximity to the Vehicle targeted. Roll to Wound any 
Hits as normal 
 
The Croydon Crusher 
(and other Ad Hoc HMG/LMG Armed Vehicles) 
Movement as per a Motorcycle Combination 
Mounted with an HMG, it can move and shoot but with a +2 to Hit Score required 
Mounted with an LMG, it can move and shoot but with a +1 to Hit Score required 
Subject to Jamming 
Special Rule : Carries limited ammunition, and can therefore only fire for 3 Shooting Phases. It must 
rearm before firing again. It can do so by spending one turn adjacent to an applicable Gun Team or 
Gun Armed Vehicle 
Neither party may Move or Shoot during this procedure 
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GENERAL WEAPON RULES 
 
TEMPLATE WEAPONS 
 
To Hit / Wound 
Roll 1D10 to Hit any Figure whose head is fully covered by the Template. 
Roll to Wound as normal. 
 
Template Sizes 
SMGs, LMGs and HMGs each use a specific rectangular Template; this is either placed with the short 
side towards the Shooter and the long side following a line from the direction of the Shooter 
representing a Penetrating Fire; 
or with the long side perpendicular to the line of fire and running left to right representing a 
Sweeping Fire.  
 
All other Templates are circular, representing a Blast Area, and the centre is placed on the point Hit 
following any potential Scatter. 
 
Template Size Chart 
Weapon Template Used 
SMG 1” x 3” Rectangle 
LMG 1½” x 4” Rectangle 
HMG 2” x 5” Rectangle 
Light Mortar / Grenade / Rifle Grenade 2” Round 
Standard Mortar / Rocket 3” Round 
Field Gun 5” Round 
 
 
Nerve Test 
Any Unit that has suffered fire from a Template Weapon must take an immediate Nerve Test, 
whether any Figures in the Unit were hit or not. If the Nerve Test is failed, then the Unit goes down 
one Nerve Level. 
 
This applies for Infantry, Cavalry and Vehicle Crew, although Vehicle Crew have a different procedure 
for Nerve Tests, (see below). 
 
Remember to place an appropriate marker to denote the Unit’s Nerve Status. 
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SCATTER WEAPONS 
Any Weapon that has the potential to Scatter has it noted in the Weapons Tables. 
The following procedure is adopted for such Weapons. 
 
Pinpoint within the Weapon’s Range, and Line of Sight, where you want the Round to land. 
Roll 1D6, and the Round lands on Target on the following results : 
 
Veteran Troops 3+ 
Regular Troops 4+ 
Irregular Troops 5+ 
 
All other results mean that the Round has Scattered. Roll a dice with arrows, or use any other 
acceptable and agreed method, to determine the direction the round scatters. 
 
The distance it scatters is as follows : 
 
Grenade 
Grenade Launcher 
Light Mortar 

 
1D6” 

-1” for Veteran 
+1” for Irregular 

Standard Mortar 
Small Tank Gun 
Medium Tank Gun 

 
1D6 + 2” 

-2” for Veteran 
+2” for Irregular 

Field Gun 
Large Tank Gun 

1D6 + 3” -3” for Veteran 
+3” for Irregular 

Rocket 1D6 +6”  
 
Roll to Wound as normal for any Figure whose head falls beneath the Template. 
 
 
CREWED WEAPONS 
For every Crew Member Killed, add +1 to the Hit Score required to represent loss of efficiency. 
 
JAMMING 
Whenever an LMG or HMG rolls a 1 to hit, then a Jamming Check must be made for each 1 rolled. 
Roll 1D6 : 
 
If the result is 1-2 then the weapon is Jammed and cannot be used next turn while it is being 
cleared, (place an appropriate marker to denote this). 
If the result is 3-6 then the weapon is fine. 
 
However, any other dice that cause Hits count as normal. 
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SHOOTING FROM OR AT BUILDINGS 
 
Shooting From Buildings 
Any single Figure may Shoot out of a single window or door. 
If the window or door is double sized then two Figures may Shoot out etc. 
 
If a Unit is Shooting out of a window or door on an upper storey, then any Cover between the Unit 
and the Target is ignored if the Target is at ground level, unless the Target is immediately behind 
and up against an item of Cover. 
 
Remember, any Unit occupying a Building may choose to split their fire at different Targets. 
 
Shooting At Buildings 
If a Unit shoots at a Target in a door or window, then the door or window counts as Hard Cover. 
 
Shooting Template Weapons At Buildings 
It’s difficult/impossible to place Templates within Buildings, so the following chart has been devised 
to overcome this. 
 
 Firing Unit is  

Away From Building 
Firing Unit is 
In Contact With Building 

SMG and LMG 1D10 to Hit 
Hard Cover 
D3 Hits 
Roll to Wound as normal 

1D10 to Hit 
No Cover 
D3+2 Hits 
Roll to Wound as normal 

Grenade 
Light Mortar 
Rifle Grenade 
Small Calibre Tank Gun 

1D10 to Hit 
Hard Cover 
Scatter 
D3 Hits 
Roll to Wound as normal 

1D10 to Hit 
No Cover 
D6 Hits 
Roll to Wound as normal 
 
Not applicable for Tanks 

Standard Mortar 
Rocket 
HMG 
Medium Calibre Tank Gun 

1D10 to Hit 
Hard Cover 
Scatter 
D3+2 Hits 
Roll to Wound as normal 

Not applicable 

Field Gun 
Large Calibre Tank Gun 

1D10 to Hit 
Hard Cover 
Scatter 
D6 Hits 
Roll to Wound as normal 

Not applicable 
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SHOOTING AT VEHICLES 
This is an area that can cause lots of debate and contention. Therefore we have tried to simplify 
things as much as possible. 
 
First and foremost, when firing ANY Weapon, (except Mortars and Grenades which have their own 
Shooting rules), at a Vehicle roll 1D10 to Hit as normal, taking into account any modifiers that may 
apply. 
 
If a Hit is scored, then roll 1D6 and consult one of the following, appropriate, charts 
 
Small Arms and LMGs 
Only effective against Unarmoured Vehicles 
 
Roll Small Arms LMGs 
1 No effect. Single Passenger Hit 

Roll to Wound as normal 
2 Single Passenger Hit 

Roll to Wound as normal 
D3 Passengers Hit 
Roll to Wound as normal 

3 Single Passenger Hit 
Roll to Wound as normal 

Driver Hit 
Roll to Wound as normal 

4 Driver Hit 
Roll to Wound as normal 

Driver + D3 Passengers Hit 
Roll to Wound as normal 

5 Vehicle Hit 
Roll on the Vehicle Damage Chart with a  
-2 modifier to Dice Score 

Vehicle Hit 
Roll on the Vehicle Damage Chart with a 
-1 modifier to Dice Score 

6 Vehicle Hit 
Roll on the Vehicle Damage Chart with a  
-2 modifier to Dice Score 

Vehicle Hit 
Roll on the Vehicle Damage Chart with a 
-1 modifier to Dice Score 

 
 
Heavy Machine Guns 
Effective against any Vehicle up to and including Tankettes 
 
Roll Unarmoured Vehicles Armoured Trucks / Buses etc 
1 Single Passenger Hit 

Roll to Wound as normal 
No effect 

2 D3 Passengers Hit 
Roll to Wound as normal 

No effect 

3 Driver Hit 
Roll to Wound as normal 

Single Passenger Hit 
Roll to Wound as normal 

4 Driver + D3 Passengers Hit 
Roll to Wound as normal 

Driver Hit 
Roll to Wound as normal 

5 Vehicle Hit 
Roll on the Vehicle Damage Chart 

Driver + D3 Passengers Hit 
Roll to Wound as normal 

6 Vehicle Hit 
Roll on the Vehicle Damage Chart 

Vehicle Hit 
Roll on the Vehicle Damage Chart with a 
-1 modifier to Dice Score 
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Heavy Machine Guns Cont’d 
 
Roll Armoured Cars and Tankettes 
1 No effect 
2 No effect 
3 No effect 
4 Crew Hit 

Randomise and roll to Wound as 
normal 

5 Vehicle Hit 
Roll on the Vehicle Damage Chart 
with a -2 modifier to Dice Score 

6 Vehicle hit 
Roll on the Vehicle Damage Chart 
with a -1 modifier to Dice Score 

 
Mortars, Grenades and Rockets 
Only effective against Unarmoured Vehicles 
 
Roll  
1 Single Passenger Hit 

Roll to Wound as normal 
2 Driver Hit 

Roll to Wound as normal 
3 Driver + D3 Passengers Hit 

Roll to Wound as normal 
4 Vehicle Hit 

Roll on the Vehicle Damage Chart 
with a -1 modifier to Dice Score 

5 Vehicle Hit 
Roll on the Vehicle Damage Chart 
with a -1 modifier to Dice Score 

6 Vehicle Hit 
Roll on the Vehicle Damage Chart 
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VEHICLE DAMAGE 
 
Before establishing potential Vehicle Damage, roll 1D6 and consult the Armour Save Chart below. 
 
Armour Save Chart 
Vehicle Dice Roll Needed 
Car No Save 
Unarmoured Truck No Save 
Armoured Truck 6+ 
Armoured Car 6+ 
Tankette 6+ 
Light Tank 6+ 
MediumTank 5+ 
Heavy Tank 4+ 
 
 
Vehicle Damage Chart 
Dice Roll Effect 
1 No effect 
2 Drive Damaged 

Vehicle moves at half rate for remainder of the game 
3 Weapon Destroyed – randomise to see which 
4 Immobilised for remainder of game 
5 Weapon destroyed – randomise to see which 

Immobilised for remainder of game 
6 A Vital Hit, the Vehicle is Destroyed 

Roll 1D6 for each crew and/or passengers. 4+ they are Killed 
 
 
 
 
Vehicle Drivers 
If the Driver of any Vehicle is Killed, then the Vehicle must make an immediate random move of 1D6” 
in a scattered direction. 
 
Damage Markers 
Whenever damage is caused to a Vehicle, place an appropriate marker with it to denote this, and 
leave the Vehicle on the table even if destroyed. 
 
Template Weapons 
The Crew of any Vehicle shot at by any Template Weapon must take an immediate Nerve Test, 
irrespective of whether any damage was done or casualties caused. 
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MELEE PHASE 
Any opposing Figures in base contact at the end of the Moving Phase are deemed to be engaged in 
Melee. 
 
CHARGES 
To declare a Charge a Unit must be in range as shown below. No pre-measuring is allowed. 
 
Infantry : 8” 
Cavalry : 2D6+6” (therefore a minimum of 8”) 
 
Any Regular or Irregular Unit that declares a Charge must take a Nerve Test before any movement is 
made, (-1 to the result for Irregular Units even if led by Regular or Veteran). A failed Nerve Test 
results in a Failed Charge, and the Unit stays put and goes down one Nerve Level. 
 
CHARGE REACTIONS 
Any Unit charged may choose one of the following Charge Reactions before Melee is resolved. 
 
Stand and Shoot (when defending other than in the open) 
Only applies to Veteran or Regular Units, and the Unit cannot have fired already that turn. 
Not applicable to Infantry Support Weapons. 
50% (rounded down) of the Defending Unit may Shoot at the Charging Unit.  
Each Figure that Shoots will do so with a +1 penalty to the Hit Score required. 
If the Charging Unit receives more than 50% casualties as a result, then the Charge fails and they do 
not move. 
 
If the Defending Unit fails to stop the Charge they must take an immediate Nerve Test, (-1 to the 
result if Infantry charged by Cavalry). If they fail they go down one Nerve Level. They also lose one 
of their “To Hit Melee” dice rolls 
 
Withdraw (unless surrounded or nowhere to run to) 
Not applicable to Veteran Units or Infantry Support Weapons. 
The Defending Unit may attempt to voluntarily Withdraw before Melee ensues. 
In this case, each side rolls 1D6. 
If the Defending Unit rolls equal or higher they move 2D6” away from the Charging Unit, and 
immediately go down one Nerve Level. 
The Charging Unit do not therefore make their charge move, but may move at their normal rate 
toward (but no further than) the position occupied by the Withdrawing Unit. 
 
If the Charging Unit rolls higher, then the Withdrawal fails and Melee ensues. 
The Defending unit immediately go down one Nerve Level, ie before Melee ensues 
 
Take It On The Chin 
Not applicable to Veteran Units. 
If the Charging Unit passes its’ Nerve Test and the Defending Unit opts for neither of the above, then 
the latter must take an immediate Nerve Test themselves, (-1 to the Dice Score if Infantry charged 
by Cavalry). If they fail they immediately go down one Nerve Level. 
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WHO STRIKES FIRST ? 
If the Defending Unit is defending an Obstacle, Building or Barrier then they roll 1D6. 
A roll of 1-4 allows the Defending Unit to strike first, unless they failed to halt the Charging Unit with 
the Stand and Shoot reaction. 
A roll of 5-6 allows the Charging Unit to strike first. 
 
MELEE ATTACKS 
Dependant on the D6 result above, and the outcome of the relevant Charge Reactions, each Figure in 
base contact (that is able to) rolls 1D10  and must equal or better their Hit Score Melee 
Characteristic, (taking into acocunt any appropriate modifiers for Nerve Level etc),for each Melee 
Attack they are allowed. 
 
Cavalry vs Infantry in the open always gain +1 to the result of any D10 roll. 
SMG armed Figures always gain +1 to the result of any D10 roll. 
 
For all successful Hits roll a further1D6. 
A roll of 6 always Kills and the Enemy Figure is immediately removed from play. 
A roll of 4-5 Wounds the target IF there is a Medic within 12” of the Unit and not engaged himself in 
Melee, otherwise he is Killed. 
In this case roll a further 1D6 for each Wounded figure. 
A roll of 5+ allows the Figure to carry on  otherwise the figure is Killed and immediately removed 
from play. 
 
A Medic can only affect one Wounded figure in this way in any one Melee Phase. 
 
MELEE RESOLUTION 
The Unit receiving the most casualties, must take an immediate Nerve Test with the Dice Score 
reduced by the number of casualties the Unit took. 
 
If they fail, and their number is less than 25% of their size prior to Melee, they are automatically 
Destroyed (or surrender) and removed from the game. 
 
If they fail and their number is greater than 25% but less than 50%, they must break from the Melee 
and are automatically classed as Running Away, irrespective of their previous Nerve Level. 
In this case, each side rolls 1D6. 
If the Unit that is Running Away rolls higher they move 2D6” toward the nearest accessible table 
edge. If any Figure in the Unit reaches the table edge, the whole Unit counts as having been Routed 
and is removed from play. If not, then the Unit moves its’ distance and remains classed as Running 
Away. 
 
If the Melee Winning Unit rolls equal or higher, then they catch and overrun the Losing Unit and it is 
removed from the game. The Winning Unit can now consolidate up to 6” in any direction. 
 
If the Melee is drawn, then it continues to the next Melee Phase. Any Figures from either Unit not 
already engaged, and that are within 6” must be added to the Melee in the next Moving Phase. 
Even if only certain Figures of a Unit are actually engaged in Melee, then the whole Unit is deemed to 
be, and may do nothing else during its turn. 
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NERVE TESTS 
 
To take a Nerve Test, roll 2D6 and add the score to the Nerve Value of the active Figure with the 
highest value within the squad (or Officers and NCOs from other Units within range), including any 
modifiers. 
 
If the total is 10 or more then the Nerve Test is passed. 
 
If the Test is failed you may reroll the result if you have either a Standard Bearer or Bugler in range – 
see the Special Character Rules section. You cannot use both, and must abide by the second roll. 
 
WHEN TO TAKE A NERVE TEST 
There are certain occasions when a Nerve Test must be taken as follows : 
 
Heavy Unit Casualties 
Any Unit reduced to less than 50%, but greater than 25%, of its original complement must take an 
immediate Nerve Test. If the Test is failed, then the Unit immediately go down one Nerve Level. They 
must continue to test at the start of each subsequent turn, but can never improve beyond Jumpy. 
 
Any Unit reduced to less than 25% of its original complement automatically become Jumpy and must 
in addition take an immediate Nerve Test. If the Test is failed, then the Unit is classed as 
Suppressed. They must continue to test at the start of each subsequent turn, but can never improve 
beyond Suppressed. 
 
Place an appropriate marker to denote the unit’s Nerve Status.  
 
Template Weapons Fire 
Any Unit or Vehicle that has suffered fire from a Template Weapon must take an immediate Nerve 
Test, whether any figures in the unit were Hit or not. If the Test is failed, then the Unit goes down 
one Nerve Level. 
 
This applies for Infantry and Vehicle Crews, although Vehicle Crew have a different procedure for 
Nerve Tests, (see below). 
 
Place an appropriate marker to denote the unit’s Nerve Status. 
 
Friends Running Away 
Any Unit without an Officer or NCO, within 6” of Friendly Units Running Away must take a Nerve Test 
immediately. 
 
Loss of Force Leader 
Should your Force Leader be removed from play, any Unit within 24” is required to take a Nerve Test 
on the next highest Nerve Value within range (12” for Officers and 6” for NCOs), immediately. 
 
Melee Loss 
See the Melee Phase section. 
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Nerve Status Markers 
Any Unit that has a Nerve Status Marker as a result of any of the above, must take a Nerve Test at 
the start of the next turn (ie before the Moving Phase). 
 
Dependant on success or failure of the Nerve Test, change their Nerve Status accordingly before 
doing anything else that turn, remembering the conditions above. 
 
Vehicle Crew Nerve Tests 
The Crew of any Vehicle attacked by a Template Weapon must each take a Nerve Test on their own 
individual Nerve Value. 
 
First roll for the Commander. If he fails then the Vehicle can neither Shoot nor Move in the next turn 
they would normally be able to. No further Nerve Tests need to be made for the other Crew in this 
instance. The whole Crew goes down one Nerve Level. 
 
If the Commander passes, then roll for the Gunner. If he fails then the Vehicle cannot Shoot in the 
next turn they would normally be able to. 
The Gunner goes down one Nerve Level. 
 
Lastly roll for the Driver. If he fails then the Vehicle makes a random move. Roll 1D6 and move the 
Vehicle in a scattered direction. The Vehicle may not Move in the next turn it would normally be able 
to, although it may Shoot if the Gunner passed his own Nerve Test as above. 
The Driver goes down one Nerve Level. 
 
Place appropriate markers to denote each Vehicle Crew’s Nerve Status. 
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NERVE LEVELS 
 
Normal 
No restrictions apply, and no marker is required to denote Nerve Level. 
 
 
Jumpy 
Any Unit that is classed as Jumpy has the following restrictions : 
 
They cannot Move towards the Enemy in the next turn that they would normally be able to. 
They can Shoot, or engage in Melee (if charged), but with a -1 modifier to the Hit Score required. 
 
They must take a Nerve Test at the beginning of their next turn. 
 
A failed Nerve Test results in the Unit being classed as Suppressed. 
A passed Nerve Test results in the Unit returning to Normal, (unless they are below 50% of their 
original strength). 
 
Suppressed 
Any Unit that is classed as Suppressed has the following restrictions : 
 
They cannot Move at all in the next turn that they would normally be able to. 
They can Shoot, and engage in Melee, but only if fired upon or charged, and with a -2 modifier to the 
Hit Score required. 
 
They must take a Nerve Test at the beginning of their next turn with a -1 to the Dice Score. 
 
A failed Nerve Test results in the unit being classed as Running Away. 
A passed Nerve Test results in the Unit being classed as Jumpy, (unless they are below 25% of their 
original strength). 
 
Running Away 
Any Unit that is classed as Running Away has the following restrictions : 
 
They can only Move away from all Enemy Units at a rate of 1D6 +6” 
They cannot Shoot, and if charged they are automatically destroyed and removed from play. 
If their movement takes them into contact with any table edge or Difficult/Impassable Terrain they 
are classed as Routed and removed from play. 
 
They must take a Nerve Test at the beginning of their next turn with a -2 to the Dice Score. 
 
A failed Nerve Test results in the Unit being classed as Routed and they are removed from play. 
A passed Nerve Test results in the Unit being classed as Suppressed. 
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SPECIAL CHARACTER RULES 
 
HQ Members 
The 5 man HQ Unit may choose to split up and either act independently or individually join up with 
other Units. The Units will then benefit from any special rules the HQ Figure has. 
 
Officers and NCOs 
Any Unit required to take a Nerve Test may use the Nerve Value of an Officer (if within 12”), or an 
NCO (if within 6”). 
 
Standard Bearers 
A Standard Bearer is always part of an HQ Unit, and may only be armed with a Pistol. 
Any Unit or Figure that fails a Nerve Test may reroll the result if the Standard Bearer is within 12”. 
This cannot be used in addition to the Bugler rule below, and can only be used for one failed Nerve 
Test per turn. 
 
Buglers 
A Bugler is not part of the HQ Unit and may added as an extra member of any Unit. 
He can only be armed with a Rifle and has an Irregular Soldier’s stats for Shooting and Melee. 
Any Unit or Figure that fails a Nerve Test, may reroll the result if the Bugler is within 18”. 
This cannot be used in addition to the Standard Bearer rule above, and can only be used for one 
failed Nerve Test per turn. 
 
Medics 
A Medic is always part of an HQ Unit, and may not be armed. 
He therefore cannot Shoot during the Shooting Phase, nor can he attack during the Melee Phase. He 
can however become a casualty himself in either of those phases. 
 
Snipers 
Snipers operate independently, but may have a Spotter. 
Snipers always ignore the first item of Cover between himself and his Target. 
If the Sniper is elevated more than 2” above the Target (in a building etc), then ALL Cover between 
himself and his Target is ignored. 
 
Spotters 
A Mortar, Rocket, Field Gun or Sniper may have a Spotter to assist them 
They must remain within 12" (and visual range) of the Weapon they are spotting for. 
Weapon Ranges are measured from the Spotter rather than the Weapon. 
Only a Sniper still requires Line of Sight when a Spotter is used. 
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Nice Weather For 
Ducks 

 
True to form, the British 

weather changes 
dramatically. The 

heavens open and a huge 
downpour begins. 

Visibility is hampered and 
all shooting ranges are 

reduced by 6” 
Spotters may not be used 

while the downpour 
continues. 

The downpour will last D3 
turns. 

 

I Never Knew I 
Had It In Me Sir 

 
One soldier in your army 
(chosen by you), has an 
uncanny string of luck 

with shooting. 
For the remainder of the 
game his BS is increased 

by +1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Effing Foreign 
Rubbish 

 
One of your vehicles 

suffers engine trouble, 
(chosen by your 

opponent). 
The vehicle remains 

immobile until you roll a 
6 on a D6 in any 

subsequent turn (at start 
of the Movement Phase) 
to repair it (takes that 
turn to do so). If the 

vehicle has armament 
this can continue to be 

used. 
He’s A Bally Hero 

 
One soldier in your army 
(chosen by you), makes a 

special 6” move at the 
start of the Shooting 

Phase (before any other 
shooting), toward the 

nearest enemy unit. He 
then throws a grenade, 
as per the “Bombers” 

Special Rule, and returns 
to his original position. 

Immediately work out the 
effects of the grenade 
before continuing the 

Shooting Phase in which 
he takes no further part. 

 

There’s Been A Bug 
Going Round 

 
Your army has been hit 

by a flu bug, and several 
members are too ill to 

continue. 
With immediate effect, 
remove D6 soldiers, 

(chosen by you), from 
your army. 

In each subsequent 
turns, (before the 
Movement Phase), 

remove a further D3 
soldiers. 

 
 
 

Enough Of This 
Bloody Nonsense 

 
One unit (chosen by 

dice), gets frustrated with 
the battle situation. The 

Unit makes an extra 
move at the end of the 

Movement Phase. 
This move must be an 

Assault Move toward the 
nearest enemy. If they 
reach the enemy, then 
Close Combat should be 

resolved as normal. 

This Is Getting A 
Bit Damned Hairy 

 
A temporary loss of nerve 

means that one unit 
(chosen by dice), must 
Fall Back (as per the 

main rules), at the start 
of their Movement Phase 

for that turn. 
 However, they will 

automatically Regroup at 
the start of the next turn, 
even if they left the table 

when Falling Back.  
 
 
 

Only Shoot When 
You See The 

Whites Of Their 
Eyes 

 
One of your units (chosen 
by dice), has had some of 
their ammunition stolen 
leaving them short The 
unit must move away 
from the enemy to the 
nearest cover and may 

only shoot with half their 
number and only if shot 
at in subsequent turns.  

Stiff Upper Lip 
Chaps 

 
Your Commanding Officer 

has given a rousing 
speech. 

All of your subsequent 
Morale Checks are taken 
unmodified for the rest of 
the game regardless of 

each unit’s  
circumstances. 
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Who Forget The 
Sarnies ? 

 
Your army has realised 
that food supplies have 
not been brought along. 
This affects the general 
Morale of your troops, 
and all Morale Checks 

receive a -1 modifier to 
Ld for a subsequent D3 
turns while supplies are 
brought up. This is in 
addition to any other 

modifiers that may apply.  
 

Let’s Get The 
Bastards 

 
Your army have just 

found out that the enemy 
have been ‘taking 
liberties’ with your 

women while you’ve been 
on campaign. 

For the remainder of the 
game, your troops move 
at a rate of +1” to come 
to grips with them sooner 

and teach them a jolly 
stern lesson. 

 
 

I Say ? Can’t You 
Hear Me ? 

 
Bike has a flat tyre ? 

Phone lines cut ? 
Whatever the reason, you 

have a breakdown in 
communications. 

For D3 turns, you must 
roll a D6 for each unit 
and for each action the 

unit wants to make. A roll 
of 1-2 means the 

message has gone astray 
and the unit does 

nothing. 
This covers Moving, 
Shooting and Close 

Combat. 
Nice On Cyril 

 
Your spy has managed to 
steal the enemy’s battle 

plans. 
For D3 turns, your 

opponent’s Movement, 
Shooting and Combat is 
restricted as you counter 

their tactics. 
Movement : -1” 
Charging : -1” 

Shooting : -1 to hit 
Combat : -1 to hit 

 
 

Ha, ha. They 
Forgot To Fill It Up 

 
One enemy vehicle, 

(chosen by you), runs out 
of fuel. 

The vehicle remains 
immobile until your 

opponent rolls a 6 on a 
D6 in any subsequent 

turn (at the start of the 
Movement phase), to 

refill it (takes that turn to 
do so). 

If the vehicle has 
armament this can 

continue to be used. 
 

 
 

Cor Blimey, He’s A 
Ruddy Nutter. 

 
One soldier in your 

opponents army (chosen 
by him), makes a special 
6” move at the start of 

the Shooting Phase 
(before any other 

shooting), toward the 
nearest enemy unit. He 
then throws a grenade, 
as per the “Bombers” 

Special Rule, and returns 
to his original position. 

Immediately work out the 
effects of the grenade 
before continuing the 

Shooting Phase in which 
he takes no further part. 

Who Let The Cat 
Out Of The Bag ? 

 
Your opponent’s spy has 
managed to steal your 

battle plans. 
For D3 turns, your 

Movement, Shooting and 
Combat is restricted as 

they counter your tactics. 
Movement : -1” 
Charging : -1” 

Shooting : -1 to hit 
Combat : -1 to hit 

 

Nice Bit Of 
Sabotage Son 

 
One enemy unit (chosen 
by dice), has found that 
their ammunition has 
been tampered with 

leaving them short. The 
unit must move away 

from you to the nearest 
cover and may only shoot 

with half their number 
and only if shot at in 
subsequent turns. 

They Must Have 
Had A Dodgy Pint 

 
The enemy are stricken 

with sickness and several 
members are too ill to 

continue. 
With immediate effect, 
remove D6 soldiers, 

(chosen by your 
opponent), from the 

army. 
In each subsequent turn, 

(before the Movement 
Phase), remove a further 

D3 soldiers. 
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Crikey, He’s A Bit 
Good 

 
One enemy soldier 
(chosen by your 

opponent), has an 
uncanny string of luck 

with shooting. 
For the remainder of the 
game his BS is increased 

by +1. 
  
 

Ooer, They’ve 
Found Out Lads 

 
Your opponent’s army 

have just found out that 
you have been ‘taking 

liberties’ with their 
women while they’ve 
been on campaign. 

For the remainder of the 
game, their troops move 
at a rate of +1” to come 

to grips with you and give 
you a good thrashing. 

 
 

You Don’t Know 
What You’re Doing 

 
Runner’s hurt his leg ? 
Scout took the wrong 

turning ? 
Whatever the reason, 

your enemy has a 
breakdown in 

communications. 
For D3 turns, your 

opponent must roll a D6 
for each unit and for each 
action the unit wants to 

make. A roll of 1-2 
means the message has 
gone astray and the unit 

does nothing. 
This covers Moving, 
Shooting and Close 

Combat. 
 
 

Only Mad Dogs And 
Englishmen 

 
A long spell of unseasonal 
hot weather has left the 
ground dry and parched. 
As a result, all units on 
both sides are able to 
move more quickly if 

they wish. 
Each unit may +D3” in 
each of the subsequent 

Movement Phases. 
This is not compulsory. 

 

A Right Old 
Pea Souper 

 
From out of nowhere, a 

thick fog descends. 
Visibility is hampered and 

all shooting ranges are 
reduced by 8” 

Spotters may not be used 
while the fog persists. 

The fog will clear after D3 
turns. 

 
 

Ah, So We Meet 
Again 

 
Both commanders are 

sworn enemies and they 
urge their troops forward 

at all cost. 
All units on both sides 

must move towards the 
nearest enemy unit in all 
subsequent Movement 

Phases unless they roll a 
5+ on a D6 to check 

themselves. 
If this brings them into 
contact with an enemy 

unit, then Close Combat 
should be resolved as 

normal with the moving 
unit counting as having 

Assaulted. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 


